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The Golden Knights prepare for the Wildcats- details in the Gridiron Report-p.9
•
•

•

UCF volunteer project provides role models for inner-city kids
by DORIS BLOODSWORTH

•

•

Staff writer

Soldiers who once defended
their country can now come to UCF
to wage a new battle - rescuing
inner-city children.
The Soldiers to Scholars program encourages ex-military personnel to seek a degree in education and
later to teach in inner-city schools.
The program also provides help with
housing and job assistance.
This program is the brainchild
of Florida State Rep. Alzo Reddick,
D-Orlando, who serves as the director of Defense Transition Services at
UCF. Reddick said response to the
program has been the best he has
seen in the last four years at UCF. In
fact, since July, 587 people have
contacted UCF about the Soldiers to
Scholars program - some from as
far away as Germany and Korea.
Forty-three veterans are currently
enrolled and working toward an education degree.
Long before the Million Man
March, Reddick was concerned about
the need for positive black male role
models in the inner city schools.
Eighty percent of the babies in Florida
born into black households have no
father present, according to the October/November issue of Black Family
Today.

.

Reddick, who holds a Ph.D. in
education and served in the A1my

photo/Special to the Future

Montaque Watkins and Harry Walia talk in front of the refurbished Rio Grande Apartments
where Watkins lives.
from 1961 to 1964, saw the
downsizing of the military and defense industry as a resource for
educators and positive role models.
Reddick recruited such an
individual in Montague Watkins,
46. Watkins, a2 l-yearMarine veteran, now attends UCF full time

and also helps administer the Soldiers to Scholars and Transition to
Teaching programs.
"If you're looking for a job,"
says Watkins, "then you are looking
in the wrong place. But if you are
looking for a career, then that's another story."
Watkins came to UCF in

January, 1994, and worked for the
first six months without any pay. He
expects to graduate this spring with
a double major in history and industrial technology education.
Although the Soldiers to
Scholars program is not based on
race or gender, black males are targeted for the program. Black males

make up about 30 percent of the
military corps.
UCF's goal is to have 1,000
military scholars enrolled at the university. According to Walkins, the
individuals coming out of the military are "creative, talented, intelligent, highly skilled and very responsible."
Watkins might wel I have been
describing Cedric Nixon, the first
participant in the Soldiers to Scholars program. Nixon, 30, earned a
criminal justice degree at Northern
Arizona University and then spent
the next six years in the Army. He
worked in Army intelligence and
was stationed in Germany, just 50
kilometers from the Berlin Wall.
While in Germany, Nixon
volunteered to tutor children in the
elementary schools for military dependents. He enjoyed the experience so much, he decided to go into
education after he was discharged
from the Army.
Nixon learned about UCF's
Soldiers to Scholars program last
spring and immediately signed up.
He is currently working toward a
master's degree in elementary education. He has also taken advantage
of the housing and job assistance
offered through the program.
Nixon works as a paraprofessional in the fifth grade at Catalina
Elementary School, where 80 per-

see VOLUNTEER, PAGE 5

Reggae concert a splash in the sun
by JOE CHABUS
Staff writer

•

A UCF student looks over the Caribbean crafts that were
available at the Sun Splash last Sunday.

Homecoming week kicked
off in a Jamaican style last Sunday
as more than I 000 people enjoyed
Reggae Sun Splash at Lake Claire.
Re,ggae performers Deja, Exodus,
Emphasis and.Caribbean Explosion
played into the night, delighting an
enthusiastic crowd which stayed for
hours.
The free concert was sponsored by student government and
they hope it becomes an annual
event.
Student body Vice- President
Frank Amoros believes the concert
will become a tradition.
"We want to build traditions
here and create events that our administration can leave its mark on
-events that will continue to grow
for ye?fS to come," Amoros said.
"Certain schools have special events.
For example, the University of
Florida has Gator Growl. We want
to have Reggae Sun Splash."
"This is just one of the first
steps to increase tradition and spirit
here at UCF. I think SGA should

sponsor more events that have never
been done in the past," Amoros
continued.
Creig Camacho, lead singer
of Deja, was asked by student government to help coordinate the con-

cert.
Originally there was talk of
having a big-name act perform, but
discrepancies prevented this so
Camacho chose well-known local
reggae bands instead. Being the first
Reggae Sun Splash, Camacho decided the concert should be a local
band showcase.

"I got what I considered to
be the top four local Central
Florida reggae bands. Each of
these bands has a good following, and a lot of people
know them. I called around to
get some of the more popular
Caribbean vendors in town.
This was important because
authentic Caribbean cuisine
really added to the atmosphere," Camacho said.
At a quick glance, the
concert almost appeare~ to be
a Jamaican Woodstock.
People were dancing, playing
and enjoying each other's
company on a sunny Sunday
afternoon. The Jamaican concert idea was originally created by Amoros during the
presidential campaign last
spring. Camacho never
thought the idea would be a
reality, though.
"Amoros wanted to do
something special for the student body, so met hi ng that had
never been done before. He
knew that I was in a reggae
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Improvement project helps
UCF kiep up with growth
by LAURA WHARTON

•

•

•

long. You have seven minutes, but you want to make
it shorter to make room for people to applaud."
The plans for the float are to create a canlina
Festive Knights has taken on a different mean- and make it fun. ··1 think Lambda Chi's and KD's get
ing for each organization at UCF. This year's themes along really well," said co-Homecoming Chair, Stefor homecoming range from Halloween and Christ- fanie CaITion. "It's not a chore to come to practice
mas to A Night In Rio and UCF Founder's Day. ·
because everyone is so excited about it."
Regardless of the theme, the Greeks are ready
Halloween falls in the beginning of the Hometo go once again with their late-night float building coming week, so many events this week cater to the
and creative skits. At least one group has gotten a very
holiday. Last Monday Kappa Delta and Lambda.Chi
early start on the whole event. Sigma Phi Epsilon and Alpha met their Homecoming Buddies. "We cut
Delta Delta Delta have been having homecoming (construction paper) pumpkins and ghosts in half,"
meetings for the past two months. "Our skit will blow said Carrion. "One side of it wilihave m.y name on it,
everyone else's out of the water," says a more than and the other side will say Wilma Flinst~ne," Carrion
explains. "My buddies wi 11 have his name on one side
prepared Homecoming Chair, Doug Works.
Works mentions that their homecoming banner and Fred Flinstone on the other."
is already completed, and they hired their flat bed
In charge of the official part of Homecomtruck driver at a discount as well.
ing is Peter Wallace, a Delta Tau Delta. "Extra
What more could anyone want? Perhaps themes money was given lhis year from SGA Miguel and
for each night of homecoming. Well DDD and SFE Frank (the student body president and vice presihave taken care of that, too. Tuesday night during dent) helped turn a great homecoming into a fanhomecoming week they had a costume party. Works . tastic homecoming," Wallace said.
saidtheyhavethemeseverynightsothereisapurpose
One thing that Wallace has changed this
for each night.
year is awards for homecoming.
The ideas in the DDD and SFE homecoming
"Last year the Cheyenne Saloon was filled
arena do not seem to have quit flowing yet. To meet to compacity or even overflowed," Wallace retheir homecoming buddies th
uniq~ s.~
o.;.
c:::J11.~..,,..·<.lll· II? "Th\
ear it is at Tinker field at 2:30 to
The buddies were each given a pick-up line, that
include the Alt,11nni in e.verything:··
matched, on a piece of paper. The girls went around to
Look forward to the various prizes that the
each Sig Ep saying the lines (which were taken from
Homecoming Committee.will be around distributthe Internet) until they located their buddy.
ing all week. Such prizes include pens, squeeze
Pi Beta Phi and Phi Gamma Delta have a bottles, wipe boards, footballs, chip clips and
different kind of social planned for the homecoming glow sticks that you may have seen during movie
night on Tuesday.
festivities as well. Their theme is Thanksgiving, so
If there is one thing that Wallace would like
before the homecoming concert this evening they are to emphasize this year is to have an extremely safe ·
having a Thanksgiving dinner at the Pi Phi house.
This is the first year that Fiji has been partnered Homecoming and for everyone to have run, too."
with a sorority for Homecoming events.
If there is a question you have about
"Thisisadifferentexperience, andwe[PiBeta anything to do with G_reeks, ask me and I wil.I
Phi]arehonoredtobethefirstsororitytobewithFiji," try and find out the answer. Now that all the
lots are taken up for Greek houses , where will
says Pi Phifs H.C. Melanie Rivera.
Kappa Delta and Lambda Chi Alpha are eelthe new Greek park be? ·E-mail me at .
ebrating Cinco de Mayo for their Festive Knights.
Lgil ley@skynet.oir.ucf.edu or cal I The · Fu"We tried to think of something kind of differ- tu re.
ent." said Mary Sweeney, theKD Homecoming Chair.
I am graduating this semester and The
As for their skit to go with Cinco de Mayo, "We keep
Future is in need of a new Greek Columnist.
revising it, cutting out parts that would make it too Contact The Future if you arc interested.
by LARAE. GILLEY

Contributing writer

Greek columnisr

UCF is not only growing is size but in its
technology, too.
Seven classrooms si nee last January have been
technologically updated, according to Joel Hartman,
Vice Provost of Information, Technology and Communication:
The project to make these classrooms multimedia equipped is called the Classroom Improvement
Project.
The project idea first began as a result of a
resolution by the faculty senate, says Hartman. Last
June, Provost Whitehouse and Vice-President Bolte
sent a memo to the faculty requesting recommendations for classroom improvement, and six months
later the project was put into effect.
Hartman said the classrooms include video
projectors, computer and network connection, a CDrom player, a video cassette player, and in some
rooms laser disc player. Each classroom also has a
touch panel that controls the lights, the sound and all
the room equipment. Another tool in each room is an
Elmo, which is an overhead camera that shows printed
material on a screen. All seven classrooms have 1500
seats and house 25,000 students per week, Hartman
said.
Hartman also explained s0me other benefits of
the improvement project. He said the department of
chemistry is revising its basic chemistry class (200 I)
to be in the new multimedia classrooms. The math
department is developing electronical1y -colored slides
with professional graphics to be used in class which
will make it easier to show material. Also, more
classrooms are gaining network acccs~ and Internet
technology.
The improvement or classrooms will not stop
anytime soon.
''The "c!assroom improvement project actually
is an on-going project. as long as the money is there,"
Hartman said.
·
He also said that although no new improvement plans have been made as or yet, another memo
has been sent to faculty asking for suggestions. These
will be reviewed the first week of November by Joyce
Clam pet.

Internet Access Special
for students, faculty, staff,
alumni, and their families
$12.00 for 50 hours/mo.
$14.95 for 100 hours/mo.

28.8Kbps V.34 dial-up to the World Wide Web
• FREE Software • FREE Hot List ·· FREE first time on-line access assistance

Call GDI Today at 841-3690 or 1-800-9292-GDI
lnfernet SPQJ?59r,q~;~~~~!Qt@~~~~~;l~:•
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same time when you buy:
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Preparation Guides

t.. .... THE RIGHT······~

•Cliffs StudyWare®
• Cliffs Quick Reviews
• Complete Study Editions
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CARE ABOUT YOUR APPEARANCE
When you interview - dress right, do the hair. And yeah,
polish your shoes ...people notice. Nearly 80% of executives
agree that shined shoes are very important to your success.

e

CARE ABOUT WHAT'S HAPPENING
Another way to get an edge on success is through
volunteering. Over 70% of students in a recent survey said
they had gained valuable life ex~erience doing community
service. (And employers like It on your resume.)
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CAREER

Available at
University of Central Florida
Bookstore
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Engineering professor
bridges gap in technology
by MIKE NEMETH
Contributing writer

A UCF professor has devised
a way to stop Florida's salty and
humid air from corroding the steel
and concrete columns that support
the state's future bridges.
Civil Engineering Professor
Amir Mirmiran believes that jacketing columns for new bridges or
bridge ex tensions with plastic would
thwart corrosion and forestall the
need for repairs, saving the state
money.
But Florida is not the only
state that can use it.
Federal highway officials estimate that 40 percent of the nation's
bridges need work. Bridges in California need reinforcement against
earthquakes, and in northern states,
the plastic sheathing can protect
against the road salt used to melt ice
and snow.
According to Mirmiran, his
method of reinforcement would also
he cheaper than traditional steel reinforcement because concrete can
be poured directly into plastic sheat~
ing, avoiding the expense of building costly wooden forms to cast
support columns.
Another advantage to using
plastic is cosmetic. The plastic can
be painted any color and be formed
to any texture, he said.
The plastic, a composite of
polyester resin and fiber~!~ ~ - ; ~. ..t;)
flexible as steel and can exceed its

strength by 1Otimes,Mirmiran said.
The shipping, marine and
aeronautics industries have used
such plastics since the' 40s and' 50s,
and the space shuttles use them, too,
Mirmiran continued.
"Boats built of these plastics
The Resident Assistant for
have lasted more than 30 years," he Polk Hall reported that drug parasaid. "But these plastics are still new phernalia was found during a fire
in b1idges, so there are no statistics alarm inspection in the room of two
on how long they would last."
students ·on Oct. 14 at I I :00 p.m.
He said the plastics have been
used to repair bridges in Californi~,
Jeanne Marie Bjorgo and
Europe and Asia for the past I 0 Alison Reid reported that someone
years but never to reinforce new left a harassing note on Bjorgo's car
structures.
during the UCF football game on
'"In California, they wrap fi- Oct. 14.
berglass around bridge columns
damaged in earthquakes to prevent
Michael Weaver reported that
catastrophic failure," he said.
someone scratched his car on Oct.
This inspired Mirmiran's 17 around 4 p.m.
idea.
"!thought, ·Iftheycandoitin
Kareem Bruce Francois reCali fomia to repair bridges, we can ported that Tift"qny_pe So~za struck
do it on ne~str~~n.~•i: ~ 'lforhvirtftp~<J-the che~·and then
plained.
shoes to the face on Oct. 14.
Mirmiran has been working
on this project with the Florida DeTiffany De Souza reported
partment ofTransportation (FOOT) that Kareem Bruce Francois
since he proposed the solution in I punched her in the throat on Oct. 14
1993. He said sometime in 1996 or at 5:30 p.m.
1997 the department will test the
durability of the plastic by driving a
Danielle Jeanne Esposito re40-foot long, two-foot wide pile of ported that someone let the air out of
it into the ground.
her tires on Oct. 8 sometime during
the night.
When the research is finished ,
Mirmiran said the FOOT will deMagaly Rivera reported that
cide if it wants to use the material on someone scratched profanity into
real bridges.

Reggae show

makes a sunsp/ash
from REGGAE, page 1

the paint of her car on Oct. 4 around
I p.m.
Two female students living
on campus reported that they have
been receiving obscene phone calls.
A female student living on
campus reported that she has been
receiving harassing phone calls from
a known white male. The caller was
also using profanity.

band and into the reggae cene. Since
reggae is popular in Orlando, Amoros
believed we should have a Reggae
Sun Splash. I thought it was an awesome idea, but I also thought it was al I
talk and that it would never happen.
All of SGA was behind it, and then we
got CAB involved, and here we are.
Everything I needed, SGA supplied,"
Camacho said.
Those at the concert appeared
to enjoy the music and the company.
"Hopefully, this brings all the
people at UCF together. Different
races, different personalities," said
UCF student Richard Maxwell. "We
all like this really cute music."

Amy Elizabeth Gregory reported that someone stole her hang
tag from in front of the Delta Gamma
House on Oct. 9 at 5 p.m
David Hauser and Melissa
Mannon informed the UCF Police
Department that Mannon's roommate was smoking cannabis in their
room on Oct. 18 at 6 p.m.

•

Chad Hastings reported that
Lance Gaudet pushed him against
his will when he attempted to break
up a fight at the ATO house on Oct.
18.
Scott Dedrick and Anthony
Peri got into a fight at the ATO
house on Oct. 18 at 2:30 a.m.

~~~- -~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~__L~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~

Ve!!i§ter f() win:
•A New 1996 Saturn (1-year lease)
•Semester Tuitions
•Book Allowances
•A Parents' Get-Away Weekend
All prizes to be given away at halftime
of the November 18 football game.

•

•
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UCF volunteer project gives ex-military personnel chance to help kids while helping themselves
from VOWNTEERS,page 1

•
•

•

Nixon works as a paraprofessional in the fifth grade at
Catalina Elementary School,
where 80 percent of the children
are African-American. Mary
Smith, a fifth grade teacher at the
school, said Nixon makes a big
difference in the classroom.
"He's just a wonderful person," Smith said. She added that
Nixon gives the children a chance
to have more personal attention
- something often lacking in
many of these children's lives. In
addition to helping the children
with class work, Nixon also listens to their personal problems.
The idea of having a positive black male role model seems
to connect with the children. "He
helps me with my work. He 's
nice," said student Omar Gideon.
Another student, Al Pacino
Brantley, said, "He helps the
teacher, and he gives us trivia questions."
Nixon not only works with
the children at school but sees
them as he walks to and from the
nearby Rio Grande Apartments.
The apartments are another part
of the Soldiers to Scholars story.
Reddick tried for four years
to get a developer interested in
helping to ~ecure housing for the
program participants near the inner city schools where they would
be working.
As Watkins sees it, "If you
take an individual and you put
him in the community that he's

On his rirst visit to the site, Walia
was approached by a drug dealer .
Walia has set aside 42 units
for participants in the Soldiers to
Scholars program. Student , like
Nixon. can rent a 1,500-squarefoot apartment which normally
rents for $400-$600 a month at a
reduced rate of $120-$175. The
balance is paid by a $300.000 ubsidy from HUD.
Walia said this is his way or
saying. "Thank you, America.··
He al o says that the experience or
heing turned down for help has
given him first-hand knowledge
of what minorities often encounter. What has made it worthwhile.
Waliaacknowledges, is seeing the
difference it makes when a child
has a safe place to live.
Nixon and Walia are now
working on a tutoring center at the
apartment complex that wi II house
computer training and music
c. l::isses f1,1 1..-ii;l~b:- n .
The

succe~

and

~i meliness

of the program have created great
intere~l.

photo/Special to the Future

The Rio Grande Apartments before Walia provided the funds to ref!-lrbish them.
in 12 days. Walia, a developer
from India who has lived in the
United States for the last 14 years,
purchased the condemned apartments. He spent more than $3
million of his own money to refurbish them and was turned down

going to be working in, then people
can see that this guy is not just a 9to-5 individual."
. Reddick convinced Harry
Walia to purchase and refurbish
the Rio Grande Apart men ts, which
were scheduled to be demolished

by federal and local agencies, including three local banks.
At the time of purchase, the
apartments had more than l I 00
code violations. Crime was rampant at the apartment complex ,
with 91 I calls totaling 15 a day.

Politicians from the state
and federal levels have come to
UCF 3.nd Catalina Elementary to
look at this one-of-a-kind program .
The Soldiers to Scholars
program has been featured in several local newspapers and on all of
the local television stations. The
local Fox affiliate. Channel 35,
will feature the program on /111pnct , November 5.
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Apathy takes a holiday

to be more radical even that their
white-robed mainline Klansman,
My hat is off to radio talk . showed up with signs bearing antishowhostsEd Tyll andJim Phillips,· Jewish slogans and waved Nazi,
of Real Radio I 04. I.
Confederate, Ameriqm and Klan
Upon getting wind of a flags.
Anti-Klan demonstrators were I
planned Klu Klux Klan rally schedI.
uled for ~aturday afternoon, Ed Tyll equally prepared and shouted protests I
and Jim Phillips focused the senti- at the Klansmen.
ments of Central Floridians. At the
Fciuing the worst, law enforcebeginning of the battle against apa- men_t, had approximately 85 officers
thy, local · members of the Jewish dressed in 1iot gear at the rally.
Whileithnsneverbeenmyhabit
community, against whom the rally
was being staged, commented on to condone violence of any sott, I have
\rt
•. r .
AMERICAN GOl~IC
the air that ignoring che KKK rally to contess that when local 'ne~ 1\-hn '
[___~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
was che best line of action.
footage of the anti-Klan demonstrators
However, Tyll and Phillips lunging toward the Klansmen, my heatt
disagreed. Over the course of cwo cheered:
Seven pcmonstrators were ardays of on air discussions, the talk
.
show hosts implored the citizens of .rested, most for crossing police lines. I
.
Central FI01ida to stage a counter- , found myself thinking that the shoe
demonstration . The sentiments of was finally on the other foot. It hasn't
Si nee you are all
the talk show hosts were clear. To been too long ago that rallys by the
scholars, and since
allow the Kl ans men to demonstrate KKK were met with fear and trepida1.i !"fi
unabated was tantamount to a silent tion. In years pastcitizemywould lock you have nothing
·.
word of support. The hosts con- themselves in their homes, scared of better to do than
tended that unless n clear message the violence which the Klan was known
read my.column~ I
was sent to the Klan, they would for.
practice."
continue to feel their demonstraBut all of that changed Satur- thought I'd dazzle
But the area which trivia is
tions and sentiments were supp0ited: · day. The Klansmen were out-numgive
it
to
Alex
Trebek.
used
most
is sports. The sports enyou with these
The impassioned pleas were bered, out-signed and out chanted.
Alex Trehek is able to take in thusiast's brain is structured so it
successful. When the 23 white su- Amongotherthings, the crowd chanted, marvelous facts.
over sixty facts a day, sort them into has an entire brain lobe devoted
premacists, clothed in the robes of "KKK, go away." And they did. The
categories and then convert them to exclusively to sports trivia. To make
the Black Knights of the Klu Klux out ilUf11bered KJansmen beat a hasty
Did you know that the little answers. He really has a gift. He room for this specialized brain lobe,
Klan gathered on Maitland Avenue, retreat, leaving an hourearlierthan they metal band that holds the eraser· then can challenge three large- part of the brain had to be sacrificed
across from the Jewish Community had planned. Local news showed foot- onto a pencil is called a "ferrule?" headed geniuses to supply the ques- - the Butt Pain Lobe. This is what
Center, they were met by a crowd .age of the Klansmef! running for their Of course you didn't. It's useless tions. "Jeopardy" is what I am so allows some sports rans to sit in
that outnumbered them by more trucks.
knowledge. Iri case your baffled as subtly alluding to. A good number front of a television for an infinite
than 50 to one.
Congratulations, Central to why I mentioned it, our topic for of useless facts eventually find their length of time.
The Black Knights, a subsec- Florida. You finally put the Klan in the day is trivia.
way onto Jeopardy. lfthey'rereally
Commentators. the ultimate
tion of the Klu Klux Klan who claim their place!
Scientists and philosophers lucky, they're used in a Daily sports nuts. have the richest weal th
say that the amount of information Double.
of trivia. During a lull in the game
to us today is climbing at
available
Jeopardy is amazing because they can occupy time by mentionWeb Address: http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff.html
a staggering rate. What they don't the contestants are all able to recite ing obscure facts and statistics.
re@gdi.net
E-mail:
mention, however, is that over 99 pi to 1,298 decimal places. If you
Commentator: That double
Opinion E-mail: Patfox @eWorld. com
percent of iris in the form or useless were ask, say, a Wheel of Fortune by Ruben Sierra marks the 14,000
trivia. Do you think astronomers contestant to do the same, he or she extra base hit by a person with the
srudy the stars and galaxies in search would immediately become con- initials R.S. It's also interesting to
nl
of how we came to exist? No way. fused and ask to buy a vowel. But an note that he took 12 strides from
© 1995 Campbell Communications, Inc.
Their sole purpose is to blurt out the even greater aspect of Jeopardy is first to second base. That's not too
Offices: 11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250. Orlando, FL 328 L7
occasional tidbit of knowledge so that no matter how brilliant the con- strange because 12 is within l. I
Newsroom : (407) 823-81,92; FAX 823-9495
anyone within earshot will realize testants are, Alex Trebek can make standard deviations or the mean.
Editor ................................................................... Sean Perry
just how cool they are, in an astrono- them feel like complete morons:
By the way, none of these statisManaging Editor .............................. ~ ................. Mike White
mer sort of way. ("Last night I ate
Alex Trebek: This is the fifth tics may be used without the exNews Editor ............................................................ Jeff Hunt
chicken stir-fry for dinner. By the largest city in Finland.
pressed written consent or Major
Sports Editor .............................................. ~ .. Jason Swancey
way, thediameterofVenus is 7,520
Greg the Contestant: What League Basebal I.
Featur~s Editor ............................................... Derek Krause
Qliles. ")
is Lahti?
As you can see, trivia is all
Opinion Editor .......................................................... Pat Fox
It's fascinating to think about
Audience, (gasping in shock around us, and it's useless for the
Photo Editor ........................................................... Jeff Hunt
how much infom1ation there is avail- at the obviously ludicrous answer): most part. As a result, trivia is not
Copy Editor ................................... ;~............ Richard Karman
able to us - and more inforn1ation You idiot!
appreciated very much. So the next
Production Manager ....................................... Pete Matchett
is created with each passing second.
Alex Trebek: The audience time you consider telling someIt's an ever-growing giant. This i right, Greg. You ARE an idiot.
one how many cans of corn you
Staff Writers: Doris Bloodswonh, Laura Bundy, Joe Chabus, DaITen Crovitz.
leaves us with an important ques- Lahti is thefoU11h largest city. We would have to stack to reach the
Justin Delias. Lara E. Gilley. Dan Griffin. Ken Jackson, Pat Karsnick,
tion: What can we do with all this were going for Oulu. Duhhh.
moon (about 3.2 billion), keep it
Alana Kelly, Marc Loyd, Michelle Maninez. Joseph Nadeau, David Swartz. Jr..
information, and where can we put
The ending of Jeopardy is · to yourself.
Tim Springer
it? With that question, half a dozen always comical, too. The first place
*Hey, look! An InteracBusiness Office: (407) 823-8054; FAX 823-9495
law students sprung from their seats winner gets a luxurious vacation tive Columnist! Feeling deand shouted, "I object to the form of and second place receives a nice pressed and suicidal? E-mail
President ........................................................ Stephen Norris
that question!'" So I will withdraw it bedroom set. Third place, on the
Business Manager ......................................... Richard Agster
me
at
and simply ask, "Whal can we do other hand, leaves with only a home
Advertising Manager .................................. Donald Bates, Jr.
da vi d. s wartz@ou td oor .com
with all this information?" There's version of Jeopardy, as if tbe proDistribution Manager .................................. Jonathan Evans
and wait four to six weeks for a
only
one logical solution: We can ducers are saying, "Here, you need
Opinions expressed in The Ce11tml Florida Future are those of the newspaper or its
list of reasons to live.
1

Meaningless facts we all should know
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individual columnists and not necessarily those of the University administration or Board
of Regents. Letters to the editor must be typed and include the author's signature. major,
and phone number. Letters are subject to the editing of grammar and for space, and become
the property of the newspaper, subject to their publication. Tile Central Florida Future is
a free , campus newspaper published twice weekly through the fall and spring semesters,
and once weekly through the summer semesters. Campbell Communications is not
associated with the University of Central Florida. Single copies are free; additional copies
may be purchased at the Future office for $.50 each.
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WUCF - listener-free radio
All around town, the billboards proudly ·proclaim the new
format of our supposed "college"
radio station, WUCE Well, I have
news for you. The only reason you
can call WUCF a college radio staWhitey Herzog:
tion is that it broadcasts from our
"A slick way to out figure a person is to
campus_ Otherthan that, itresembles
the students, as WUCF would like
a retirement home radio station_ It
you to believe?Nothardly. I took an
get him figuring you figure he's figuring
works better than Geritol, prozac were done in the school's best inter- informal survey of UCF students,
. · ·you're figuring he'll figure y::Ju
and prune juice combined!
est.
~bout 45 or so, ~nd not a single one ·
During the past few semesUntruth#! :WUCFistheonly ·of them listens to WUCF. And 32of
aren't figuring what you want him.to
ters, I thought that WUCF was fi- jazz station in the Orlando market. those students said that they used to
figtire you're figuring."
nally turning around. The students WRONG! WLOQ (I 03.1) has been listen to WUCF when it played alseemed to be much more involved serving up jazz rather ably in this ternative music. To quote one rein running the station, and not only area for a long time_ Do Wayne spondent, "That station sucks more this format to please themselves and you probably has the intestinal forwas there some kick-butt alterna- Parkins and the rest of the WUCF than Michael Jackson with a troop suck up to Dr. Hitt and the rest of the titude to come clean. You'l_I just sit
tive music late at night, but there inner circle think we're all as stupid of Cub Scouts." So, with whom has administration. "As far as the stu- in yourofficesand smirk, immensely
was even a decent alternative/mod- as the people putting out Pegasus? the change been extremely popu- dents go, they (those who run the satisfied that you' vc screwed the
ern rock sho~ during afternoon Or that we won't - - - - - - - - - - lar?Why,thedicta- station) think WUCF stands for U students agajn.
drive. I even listened to the station know blatant I ies
tors who run the sta- Can F***off." If you don't believe
This change at WUCF is just
that cash was the main motivation another symptom of the anti-stuon a regular basis, switching be- when we see them?
tion, or course!
You see, stu- for the switch, just listen sometime. dent sentiment that has pervaded
tween it and 104.1. So, imagine my .Give me a break! If
dents are not going (Yes, I know. it's difficult, but if I UCF since the arrival of Dr. Hitt.
surprise when I discovered that all WUCF was truly
this progress had been reversed and interested in being
to .provide WUCF could do it for the sake of this col- Whether it's trying to ban bicycles
replaced with jazz!
a student radio Stawith whole Jot of . J1TlJ.U1-'.SG~.can,,you . ),.J:hey beg for and skateboards, auempting to hold
cash, but tight-assed m·oney more often and better than secret meetings 011 park~ng rate in· Perplexed, I sought answers ti on, they could disfrom the station, but all I could get tinguishthemselves
rich folks and the professional beggars on public crease, forcing The Centi·al Florida
out of anyone was the run-around! I as an alternative
bluehairs can do just television!
Future off campus, raising tuition
that. According to
· Untruth #3: During a power every semester, b~:ilding a million
was told no one liked the old format, music station. Yes,
so WUCF sought a format that was such stations as
one WUCF worker outage, the station was swamped dollar presidential mansion which
absent in the Orlando market Real Radio 104.1
(who consented to with hundreds of phone calls want- benefits _110 one hu: Dr.Hitt, LeVester
talk to me' on the ing to know what happened? Prove Tubbs' microJ11anagingstudent govjazz. This statement was confirmed and XL 106.7 play
in the UCFalumni magazine(ifyou some alternative
condition that I not it. You can't have hundreds of calls ernment or turning the student radio
can call itthat) Pegasus, which reads and underground
mention his/her when you don't have aoy listeners . . station into just another ignored ramore like a propaganda tool of the music, but there is no station in this name), those who run WUCF have I hereby challenge WU~F to prove dio station, it's become increasingly
UCF Administration than anything market that devotes the bulk of their never liked alternative musk. They me wrong_ Justify to the students of apparent that those in power at UCF
else. All the falsehoods put forth by airtime to this format.
are also extremely disinterested in. th.is school this arbitrary decision to are more interested in being petty,
WU CF in this article were presemed
Untruth #2: The move to jazz what the students have to say be- turn their radio station into one that little dictators than looking after t~e
in a light and fluffy piece that would has been extremely popular. To causetheyfeelthattheyknowbetter noheofthemwililistento!Notonly · best intei·esfs pf the students. But if
make you think that all the changes whom, I wonder? Is it popular with than the students_ They developed will you be unable to, but none-of y,ou do.n' t care,' then who wi 11?

I hereby
challenge WUCF.
to prove me
wrong. Justify to
the students .this
ai'bitrary decision
to bJm their radio
station into One
that none Of them
will listen lo!

a

UnibOmber may have a point abOut technology
Let me begin by telling you
that I have never had el(;!ctronic mail
before, nor have I ever had a need to
use E-mail. Since transfe1Ting to
UCF, I was introduced to E-mai I by
my ex-girlfriend. We used it as a
cute way to exchange messages,
while I worked on an advanced expository writing assignment or a
history or literature essay. I have to
say that I enjoyed and often looked
forward to receiving new mail. In
fact, I check my mail almost every
day. As I type this editorial in the
third floor computer center in the
Education Building, I can see I 0
peopleareusingtheMacintoshcomputers, and eight are current Iy using
the Pegasus E-mail. I often see the
same people in hereeveryday. They
spend countless hours writing to
their friends. Some write to friends
at UCF, and some write to friends
all over the world.
The pure energy these students use writing, and the hours they
spend are enormo1i1s, and it al I seems
too addictive to me. The deep blue
screen and pulsating icon must mesmerize student<;. They are caught
like deer in headlights. They are
hooked like a catfish by a Cajun. At
first, l was enchanted by the photons
being emitted by the computer
screen and the low hum of the
computer's hard drive. Students all
over campus have cast a spell upon
them, making them expressionless
slaves. I have seen many students sit
with a blank gaze cast over their
eyes, waiting for new mail to read.
They eagerly log in, then open the
E-mail looking, in need of seeing
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Ron Hendershot

PUBLIC OCCURANCES

ogy amazed me, but if you are trying
· to meet the perfect someone, do you
need a computer as a crutch? It
seems a bit impersonal to discuss
your life over a computer. If going
out to meet people is too much for
some students, then I suggest b·uying a dog or volunteering some of
your time that you have been wasting. I am sick to death of hearing
people mumbling to themselves
while I am working. I go to the
computer centers to work, not chat
on-line with someone.
·The lab in the Education
Building is the worst. I have seen
students fall off their chairs trying
to use the E-mail, not to mention
the consultants.never stop talking
about their personal E-mail stories. Students that spend that much

time with the computers really
need to get a life. Students should
get out more. I used to think that
students who went to intramural
activities were geeks with no life,
but not anymore. Students who
over use ·E-mail need to be rehabilitated with some fresh air or
maybe some face to face conversation.
If you need my help, don't
E-mail me_ I am usually the
one running from his car (that
is parked in Apopka) to my
first class, so I won't be late. If
you want a suggestion ab-out
where to spent your time, I suggest women· s volleybal I or going to a Golden Knights ' game
- even though they are not
doing too well.

do I finger somebody at the U of
F?," "How do I print a message?" or
the "you have new mail" message "Howdolgetsomeone'saddress?"
appear.Ihaveseenstudentstypefor I maintain that E-mail is addictive,
hours. I am envious
.,, that someone but there is even a more dangerous
who never leaves thecomputercen- drug. While using E-mail, a mesrer could have so many friends .
sage appeared before my very eyes.
I have also seen the gratifica- ''Talk deamon two something from
tiontheygetwhen - - - - - - - - - - - • someone"
apthey have new
peared. I called
mail. They read it,
over a consultant
often laughing out
She said that it was
loud. Smiles and
someone wanting
to talk to me.
sighs are often
seen and heard. I
At UCF YOL!
have also seen the
can talk to any stueffects of a Jack of
dent by computer.
new E-mail mesI thought that's
sages. They sit
nice. If they are
logged on, you can
motionless for a
O Ken Jackson, guest of the Opinion
few minutes, then
say hello. This is as
allofasuddenina
bewitchingtosome
Section, in defense of America's
students as regular
mass of tapping
pasttime.
they log out and
E-mail. I have seen
many students talkrush out the door
O Jason Unrath, guest columnist, on
ing
away,
using
the computer. I
in a cloud of computer paper. It
think
to
myself
how
interesting
it
is
seems all too addictive to me, asl sit
Halloween memories.
here looking around the room you to be sitting, cramped in a chair
can tell which ones are the veteran s~aring at a computer talking to anO More letters to the Editor.
users. The glassy eyes, the hunched other person. I cannot understand
back, the stiff neck, and the expres- why so many people are sitting and
sionless face are all common symp- typing to all their computer friends. ·
The Central Florida Future welcomes your letters and
I guess a 32 cent stamp, or a 25 cent
toms.
'
articles.
Submissions may be brought to our offices on disk, Faxed
The new users are the ones phone call is too much for students.
to823-9495,orE-mailedtotheeditoratpatfox@eWorld.com.Or,
For me, the novelty has worn
asking the consultants all the quesif you prefer, PatFox0590@aol.com.
off.
I
admit,
at first all that technoltions.They ask questions 1ike: "How

It seems all too
addictive to me,
the glassy eyes,
the hunched back,
the stiff neck, and
the expressionless
face are all
common
to
.
Symp ms.
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Greek Corner
We love our big sister Anna
Love Lisa & Luz

Club Info
UCF Newman Club Catholic
Campus Ministry Mass Sunday
11 am PH 115 Club Night Thurs.
7:30 pm For more info: 281- .
4438

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual student
Union meets Tues. 9 PM. social
Works Trailer room I 0 I .
Everyone is welcome.
Info: 657-0614

Classified

Earn cash stuffing el')velopes. Send
SASE to PO Box 7'74, Olathe, KS
66051
Earn $500 wk + Bonuses
Fast growing art co. seeks
motivated people to earn big
dollars part time.
240-1091
Creative Business Opportunity
cam income working at home.
Send $1.00 & SASE to Opportunities 12076 Descartes Ct. Orlando,
Fl32826

Cruise Ships Hiring - Earn up to
$2,000+/month. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time positions. No
exp necessary. For info. call 1206-634-0468 ext. C54182
Travel Abroad And Work Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching
basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
· teaching background or Asian
languages required. For information call: (206) 63f~1146 ext.
154182

UCF Cricket Club for info 5681495 - Join now to play in Central
Florida Cricket League-Chris 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - Persad
Associates: Earn $700 to $2100
your/ I st week incfease""·,,,.,.,,,,,,,,, , , ,.:::::r
Campus Action For Animals
meeting. Mon., Nov. 6th from 1:302:30 p.m. in S.C.
GOLDEN KEY
Reception-Nov 9, 8:00 pm
@ Student Auditorium .
General meeting-Nov I 3 6:00 pm
@ Student center gameroom
??-Call Peaches 679-6731

NHL NFL NBA
Score points tnvia game 24 hrs.
Call 1-900-388-2700 Ext 9055
$2.99 min 18+ servu 619-6458434

Unlimited Tanning
For I 0 months at the
Sun Tan Center $175
Call 888-4675

Attention All Students! Over $6
Billion in private sector grants &
BANQUET SERVERS
Needed immediately in UCF area scholarships are now available. All
students are eligible. Let us help.
part time shifts available. From
For
more info call: 1-800-263-6495
I Oani-2pm or 4pm-9pm. Call
ext. F54181
today for an interview. Toptalent
(407) 839-6222

expotentially froni there. PT/FT.
Have been booking travel for ·
several fortune 500 companies:
Ford, GM, Chrysler, and Coca.Cola. This is the most rock solid
opportunity you'r_e going to find.
Ford Motor Fin I :_800-631-9436

November 2, 1995

Pitbull pups 4 sale UBrimdle 3
Brown 200ea Call Mark 282-2557
Ladies 14KT 1i.ng. yellow gold,
white gold trim, round diamond,
.37 carat, high rated color &
clarity, $650, 112 of retail! Call
281-7025

Whv pay rent? BUY!
212 Villa near UCF
$$Below Appraisal!
Call Brad McCulloc~ Relator
862-8000/862-3373

Soap opera preview & review
24 hr news on all day/eve soap I 900-388-2700 Ext 9053 $2.99 min
18+ servu 619-645-8434

In Line Skates- Bauer F4 used
twice, excellent condition,$ I 00.00 obo. Call Shawn
623-050 I pager, home 679-4700

Guy's want to talk.?
We want to listen~
Call live girls now! 24 hrs.
1-900-378-2500 Ext. 6258
$3.99 min 18+ servu 619-645 8434

Lexus ES250 1990 76K new
engine all option Call Mike or
Tony 273-4020 asking 11,900 .
OBO

Computer Competency Exam
Tutor. I'll teach you what'1; need!''d
to pass rhe first tink" ! Ca'l Andy
788-7'144

1979 Datsun 280ZX auto. Runs
& looks great. $2100 obo
Lisa 249-1165

Physics, Trig, Algebra, Fortran C
C++, Basic, Windows ap.pliCd·
tions, Spanish, Geometry. For
appts. Prof. Rivera 671-4071{

Home Pre-School/Day care
20 years experience
UCF area 678-0965

BaUy's special limited program for
students and residents. Call Walter

Babysitter-For 2 girls ages 5 & 8 · 1---------------t
297-8400.
one or two eves a week
Townhouse in Chancellor's Row: 2 ..___ _ _ _ _ _. . . , . _ - - - - - - i
Maitland 539-0052
Bed/2 Bath. 1.5 miles from UCF.
Put your picture. on y~ur resume. 1---'--------------1
$55,000. Call 33 1_0610 to.see
Resume service. 679-9344
$1000
FUNDRAISER
Tutor wanted for Comp Sci I &
KCO Inc. Typing/$ I .50/678-6735 Fraternities, Sororities & Student
Pascal. Bill 240-2406
Two lower bowl Solar Bears
Organizations. You've seen
UCF area, roommate wanted,
cretjit card fundraisers before,
tickets for face vaJu·e. Game
Wanted!!!
Meet the·girl or guy
available now! 2br/2ha, screen
but you've never seen the ,
dates are I 1117 & I 1/18, Leave
of your dreams now! 24 hrs
porch, washer/dryer. $257/rnonth + Individuals, Student organizations
Citibank fundraiser that pays
message for Jen at 621-2190.
to promote Spring Break Earn
Leave or retrieve messages of
utilities Call 380-0417
$5.00 per application.
Money and Free Trips Call Interattractive singles in your area 1Call Donna at
HP48GX graphics calculator with
Campus Programs
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
900-255-8585 Ext 5982 $2.99
PC link $175 Tel. 6588925
callers receive a FREE camera.
http:www.icpt.co 1-800-327-6013
min I 8+ servu 6 i 9-645-8484

Roommates

Help Wanted

---·------~-----

Hello ...
IF I could show you a way to
eliminate your long distance bill
without changing your carrier,
woulp you be interested? IF I
could show you a way to earn
$200. to $3,000. weekly, by
sharing with others how to
eliminate their long distance bill,
would you be interested? IF.you
answered yes to any oflhese
questions then you need to take a
minute and call for more
inf6m1ation.
Call "James" at 1-800-715-8313

Easy money making opportunity.
Be a Telemarketer. Must be hard
working, good attitude and good
communication skills. Day or
evening shifts available. Wntr Pk
area 671-8539 M-F 9-5

_________.... ____________

...___

J:.REE MONE~ FOR COL.L.ECiE

Community Bio-Resources, Inc.

~l

~-;. -

~-~all Besa at John Patrick Compusrv (407) 671-9973 f'
----

- - . YL Price[ess (jift ----·Make a unique and personal contribution to another
family's happiness:
Healthy women between ages 21 and 33 ·
are needed to donate egg$ for infertile couples.
Compensation provided. All donors are anonymous.

Call Mary or Michelle at 896-7575
for information.

-=.:-

Until Robots replace Humans
your plasrT'a will always be needed

. DID YOU KNOW?

YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:

for a nominal processing fee
.

_. .

t~~[

Billions to be claimed
All students qualify
$350 guaranteed
-

---·------__,

*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluid for burns,
surgery, or
treatment of illness

*Protect against infection
'''Accident victims
*Provide clotting facror~
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening diseases

"We will compensate .you for your time when giving the gift of life"
YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH
$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION

Call for information and/or appointment
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL

r----~-~--------~~---------·-~------~------------------~
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Advertising .l."Dorm
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Pleasecheckoneofrhefouowing._For Rent
_Wanted
_Car Pool
_For Sale
_Services
_Autos
_Singles
_Tutors
_Roommates

_Greek Comer
_Club Info
_Help Wanted

_Personals
_Lost & Found
_Other

Cash _Check Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs.
during the Fall and Spring Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $2 per line for all others.
Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to The Central Florida Future,
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax form and
copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our offices,
located in the Lake Ebby Centre behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054.

Name, address, and phone (required): - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

- - - - - -

---- ---- ----------
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1995: Latimore has played a key-

role in a secondary that has
allowed its opponents to throw for
an average of just 183 yards per
game. He is tied for the team lead
in interceptions with two, has
deflected four passes and has
registered 25 tackles in eight
games this season.
1994: Struggled early in the year
due to a deep-thigh bruise which
limited his action. Playing in eight
games he recorded 27 tackles,
deflected three passes and
recovered two fumbles.
1993: As a true freshman
Latimore saw action in eight
games. He tallied I I tackles,
one sack and recovered a
fumble.

PERSONAL
Major: Criminal Justice

D.O.B: March 26, 1974
Favorite NFL team: Buccaneers
Personal Highlight: "Facing the
number one team in the nation
was big moment for me. All their
receivers were exceptional, but
when I was put in the open field
one-on-one with Warrick Dunn,
LATIMORE
that was a big match-up."
Team Outlook: "Right now as a team
we're just taking it one game at a
time and letting the polls take care of
Graduated from-st. Petersburg's
the rest. We wanna win one game at
Lakewood High School in 1993,
a time and take it from there."
where he lettered in football and
Deep Thought. "I look at life as
basketball. He made 68 tackles
anything's possible, you just have to
as a senior, intercepted four
make the best of the opportunities
passes, caused six fumbles and
that occur. I'd like to make it to the
recovered four. He also holds
_Lakewood'~ record for longest
next level, but ifldon't then it was
run from scrimmage at 8 I yards:---- -- ~_ while it lasted."

WGHSGHOOL

Home of
The Gene McDowell Show
every Thursday Noon - 1:00 at
;· -· -.-.TJ.: :
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UC'F co.ach Gene McDowell bre·aks
'
down the x' s and o's
\
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Q & A with Bethune-Cookman coach, Jack McClairen
by TIM SPRINGER

well-respected I-AA coaches
this state has ever known.

Staff writer

Jack "Cy" McClairen has
spent 13 seasons teaching his
players all that he knows about
the game of football. A 1953
graduate of Bethune Cookman
College, he returned to his alma
mater and has led the football
program to a 69-48-3 record.
Now in his 14th season as the
head coach of the Wildcat foot:.
ball program, his team has
struggled through another
tough season. Bringing a 3-5
record into the Citrus bowl for
their third homecoming game
this year, BCC hopes to spoil
the UCF homecoming as they
did for Albany State by winning 40-28.
We had an opportunity to
speak with one of the most

Central Florida Future:
How do you feel about the way
BCC football has performed up
to this point in the season?
Cy McClairen: Well, I
thought we would be playing
better than we are right now.
We seemingly can't play a
whole football game.
CFF: Having UCF on
your schedule every season, do
you feel this game has become
a rivalry?
CM: Yes, and I think it's
been a real good rivalry.
CFF: How do you feel
about losing a team like UCF
from future scheduling since
they will be moving to I-A?
CM: We anticipated it.

We aren't gonna move up. We
can "t afford to. But, we knew
UCF would, and I think they've
really done a fine job in moving up.
CFF: Do you feel this
game is a highlight to your season since this may be the last
time BCC and UCF mix it up?
CM: This is true because
of the fact that we knew they
were moving up, and we could
kinda'
.brag
thatthey
we·
playway
them
when
used to half

didn't play a whole lot last year
cause we were so young on the
bench. So when we made our
decision last year Todd wasn ' t
the guy. This year we went with
him and in the spring he was
pitching for the baseball team
rather than working with us.
So he got a slow start, but he
has improved a great deal and
were very proud of him.

CM: Well, I think so. Last
year we were four team's homecoming game and this year
we'll be two. We find it to be
exciting, and this will be no
different. We just hope we can
come into the Citrus Bowl and
make it an exciting homecomCFF: Is it motivating to ing for UCF and their fans.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _llll!lm_ _ _ __

Through the eyes of coach
~Al
.
an G 00Ch~

were in our classification.
That's a little high-point in our
school's history.
CFF: Your team is averaging 266 yards passing a
game. Is your quarterback Todd
Walker having more success
than was expected of him?
CM: Yes, he really has
come on since we started. He

•Whatplayers helped the most Smith for 225 yards .
with last week's injuries?
•Briefly talk about BethuneGooch: Eric Liester replaced Cookman and what your straregy
Reggie Doster at punt returner and might be?

did a great job. Stuart Stipe replaced
Doster at wide receiver and made
some big catches on third and fourth
down. Adrian Ellis helped a lot playing for Deon Porter.

1995 UCF Football Schedule
Date

Opponent

Aug. 31
Sept. 9
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct.14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov.4
Nov.11
Nov.18

40-32 over EKU
35-21 over C-N
46-14 loss to FSU
49-7 loss to McNeese
41-14 over Samford
7-6 loss to Liberty
45-14 loss to Hawaii
34-14 over NLU
Bethune-Cookman
Troy State
Maine

7p.m.
lp.m.
7p.m.
8p.m..
lp.m.
lp.m.
la.m.
8p.m.
4p.m.
4p.m.
4p.m.

a team when they go into someone else's house as a homecoming opponent?

Gooch: This series has been
and will be a dog fight. Both teams
know each other we! I. The game
was once know as the 1-4 Classic.
Il 's a true inter-state rivalry.

•What matchups favored our
•What was the most importeam versus Northeast Lo.uisiana tant piece of inspiration for last
week's big win?
last week?

Gooch: Our defense did a
great job shutting down NLU' s big
play offense. Senior cornerback
Allen Powell had a big game with
an interception, caused a fumble,
blocked a punt and recovered it.
Offensive coordinator Mike
Kruczek did a great job keeping
NLU guessing on defense and our
offensive line rolled Marquette

Gooch: We felt like we had to
get back to our winning ways by
focusing on fundamentals. We were
all in a very unfamiliar situation,
losing two in a row. That's notUCF
football. The players believed in
their ability, visualized themselves
being successful, focused on the
fundamentals and then proceeded
to physically dominate NLU.

•·································~•

••
•

Updated Depth Chart
OFFENSE
WR Reginald Doster Mike Huff
· Mark Nonsant
WR Eddie Keyes
Joey Hubbard
TE Scott Braun
TB Marquette Smith MikeGrant
Donald Huzzie
FB Gerod Davis
QB Daunte Culpepper Kevin Reid
Matt Wittman
RT Cornell Green
Gr~gHarper
RG Chris Tabscott
Steve Wagner
c Alex Galvez
LG Ryan Gillis
Marcus Jenkins
LT Kevin Stewart

CB
CB
SS
FS
LB
LB
LB
DE
DT
DT
DE

DEFENSE
Louis Lubin
Allen Powell
Darryl Latimore Willie Washington
Donnell Washington Adrian Ellis
Kenton Rickerson Deon Porter
Mark Williams
Nakia Reddick
Kendrick Thomas Shane Moore
Matt Gulla
John Bryant
Jameil McWhorter Anthony Cooks
Robert Braucht Jerod Durant
Corries Hardy
Tarvares Tate
Jermaine Benoit
Emil Ekiyor
SPECIALISTS

p
'K
KR

Charlie Pier~e
Charlie Pierce
Johnie Presley/Mike Grant
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RADIO.
Hear all the games live on our flagship station 540 The Team,
with select games on 740 WWNZ and WHOO 990. Join Marc Daniels
and iormer NFL star·Gaiy Parris for every play, with sideline reports
by Jerry O'Neil. Thursdays at noon, it's "UCF On The Line" with
Gene McDowell and Marc Daniels on 540 The Team.
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Golden Knights look fOr c1og·
fight against Bethune-Cookman
extra precautions for this game.
"I've asked our seniors to give aroundthe-clock propaganda to the younger guys,"
The University of Central Florida Golden McDowell explained. "We're going to be in for
Knights ended its two-game losing str~ak with a a dog fight in this ball game.
'They're a good I-AA team. Not great.
big win over Division I-A Northeast Louisiana
last Saturday. But in order fo~ that victory to · There are two games that they really shoot for
mean something, the Knights (4-4) cannot slip each year - us and Florida A&M. This is a
up against the struggling I-AA Bethune- rivalry, and Bethune wil I rise to the occasion and
Cookman College Wildcats (3-5) this·week.
play harder than they've played all season."
'This is our Florida-Florida State game,"
One reason this game is such a rivalry is
said Marquette Smith, who rushed for a career · becauseofall the tradition. UCFhas playedBCC
high 225 yards last week. 'These are our neigh- every year since 1981, making the 1ivalry the
bors. We want to beat them for bragging rights." longest in UCFhistory. CoachGeneMcDowell' s
There is more at stake than just bragging first ever victory as UCF coach came against
rights. Not just for playo.ff sake, but for the sake Bethune, and he has only lost to BCC once
of a successful season. This is a must-win game. during his tenure. UCF had never beaten the
'We're weeding out the playoffs 1ight Wildcats prior to the McDowell era. With UCF
now," Smith continued. "We're just trying to moving to I-A next year, this might be the last
win the rest of the season for pride. If we happen time that the two schools meet.
BCC is averaging 400 yards-a-game of
to sneak.into the playoffs, that .would be great."
It might be easy for the Knights to over- offense. UCF will need another defensive
look BCC for the Troy State game the following effort like they had against NLU to control the
. week, especially considering the way-~CF1'13s game. On the other side, BCC is susceptible to
manhandled the Wildcats as of late:However, th~. run, which was UCF's strong P?int last
many of the players have learned their lesson week.
Only minor changes will be made in
from the Liberty game earlier in the season and
have made it a point to stick together and not let Saturday's line-up. Cornell Green will start at
anyone underestimate thi~ game . .
tackle, replacing Marcus Jenkins. Defensive
"Wecan'toverlookBethune-Cookman," end Anthony Cooks is still injured and will
said senior defensive captain Robert Braucht. not play. Receiver Eddie Keys is praeticing
'The score might not reflect it, but they always again and will probably play Saturday. Defensive back Deon Porter is expected back in
come out and play us hard."
For UCF to have any kind of a chance to the starting l.ine-up after missing a game for
make the playoffs, they must win this game. disciplinary .problems. Defensive end Emil
Head coach Gene McDowell knows that a loss Ekiyor was injured in last week's game but is
would be absolutely devastating. He·is particu- probable for this week.
larlyconcemedabout UCFplayers getting caught
The game will be at the Flo11da Citrus
up i~ the homecoming hoopla, so he is taking Bowl at 4 p.m.

by JUS.T'N D.ELIAS

Assistant sports editor

Top-dog freshman Daunte Culpepper has seen action against three
Divisionl-A squads this season, but refuses to overlook Bethune Cookman.
-
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WEAR BLACK AND GOLD
-<1

SUPPORT OUR

EACH FRIDAY IS

SPIRIT

DAY!
'
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.The Homecoming Pro iles

Portbell9 Yacht Club
The Fire~oi:ks Factory
Pleasure Island,
\Valt Disney Village
The Leyy tRestaurants, .one of the
nation's premier dining leaders with
tremendous growth opportunities
in Florida, has the following
opportunities available for
experienced professionals:

*
*
*
*
THEY'VE BEEN TARGEl'ED
BY THE RUSSIAN MOB,
· ./ AND NOW THEY'RE BOTH...

Server
Host
Outside Expo
Line Cooks

<

r

(

· We're seeking enthusiastic, hard working individuals with 2 + years experience in high-volume, fine dining.
We offer an excellent benefits package
and a fun working environment. Please
apply in person, Monday-Friday, between
10am-4pm. An equal Opportunity
Employer By Choice

THE LEVY RESTAURANTS
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· Voter egistration Drive
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Register to vote on·the green
or stop by the
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Student Gov·e rnm·e nt Aw·a reness Semi11ar
. .Noven·1ber 1t, 199,'5
f:ree Bus to· the f:ootball Game after the s-e mina
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See 44ow S.G . .is Opening Doors ToYour Future! ·•
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Uoundtable discussion with Republican
and Pemocrat Activists from the Community
Wednesday, November 8, 1995 .
Free Food!
University Dining Room
.
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Jhc hoJJW-ftfit;r,V.)
I llM §id~ol /ht border
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lbW WCDITLi~CDITJ

•Wide Area Coverage
• Unlimited Calls
• Only $9.99/ Monthly
'

'>

Mr. Bungle
Disco Volante
Warner Bros.

Electric Circus
Check out our new arrival:
• The Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3

Also Featuring:
• Killer Instinct
• Cruisin'
• Daytona USA
Located at University Shoppes
12239 University Blvd., Orlando
Sunday - Wednesday 12.: 00 - 10:00
Thursday 12:00 - 11 :00 Friday 12:00 - 12:00
Saturday 11 :00 - 12:00
,
PRIVATE PARTIES~ GlfT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

---------,
r---------c

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

Get $7 in fokens
for only $5 ·

SUNDAY
Get $4 in tokens
for only $2

Expires 11/30/95

Limit I per customer per day.
Expires 11/30/95

--t'/

I
I
I
I Buy $1 in tokens
I eet $1 in tokens FREE
I
.
I
Limit I per customer per day .. ·..
Expires 11/30/95 . .
L

6PM • 10PM

Get $5 in tokens for
o.nlY $3 .

---------- --------NOVV

:

I
I
I

I.
I
I
I
I
I

TUESDAY NIGHT

:

·

Expires 11/30/95

O~,EN!

.-=~::..
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Tua Dogg Pound
DoggFood

Thomas Covenant
Thomas Covenant

Death Row

Dripping Tree

Though I've always wanted to
be a pretentious folk singer whose a
little too sensitive for my own good,
I've seen where it's gotten Thomas
Covenant and definitly don't wam to
go there.
Some really non-smoked songs
are ''Take Me to the Moon," "The
Other Side of Life" and "Rose Upon
the Water."
The cool songs are "Dead"and
"Closer." Gee, are those NIN titles or
wot?
With an acoustic guitar as his
torch, his will to be cool as his shield
and his dull lyrics as a weapon, Thomas Covenant enters the arena of folk
music like Sudam entered Kuwait. If
you are inclined to harig out at Yab
Yum and talk about your favorite poet
for ohhh ·-- tw4) >1 ii 1r12e hours, this
might be for you.
By the way Thomas,! like your
bracelet. It reminds me of a Indian in
some video. D• .Jim Martin
•
J
to
the
D
- - - - - - -- · - · · - · · -·- - -- -----

Not intended for mainYou've heard about all of the
stream listening, Disco Volante, controversey, now hear the album.
like their self-titled debut, is a Tua Dogg Pound have been featured
fusion ofjazz, death metal and all on every Death Row album from Dr.
genres in between.
Dre'sTheChronictoMurderWasthe
Each song, with music Case.Nowgoingsolowiththeirown
seemingly inspired by campy '70s album - Dogg Food - Snoop
horror flicks, is disordered with Dogg's cousin, Oat Nigga Daz, and
dozens of tempo ch~mges accom- his homie Kurupt the Kingpen are
panied with frenzied "p>Syclwtic · thr0w.in\~lowJJ s;erious Lyri,a&,behind
ramblings by lead wacko Mike phat West Coast beats.
Patton, who is also front man for
With 18 dope tracks, you will
a band named Faith No More.
betakenonamusicaljoumeywiththis
Disco Volante is mo're lyri- compilation of life experiences. The
cally unsettling and less corny albumalsofeaturesahostofmusicalland sexually graphic than their starslikeSnoopDoggyDogg,George
debut. Mr. Bungle manages to Clinton,NateDoggandLadyofRage.
contort Stravinsky, Zappa,
On Dogg Food, Kurupt and
Godflesh and more into a mea- Dazserveupaflavaofpimpin',eatin'
sureless piece of work intended up lame MC's and getting paid. If
solelyforthenon-discriminatory you're down with the West Coast
open-eared listener. A+
funk,you'llbedownliketOurflattires
for this album. It's all about the west
• Patrick MacKe.nzie coast thang. B+

Arcade and family fun center
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BOOIVI
Bring in this ad for

$ 1 . 0 0 OFF
any item in the store

not valid with any other offer.

USED & NEW CD's & TAPES
OV£R 5,000 TITLES IN STOCK
We pay top $ for used CD's & Tapes
Located at: 1 21 4 0 Collegiate \Nay

282-8900
Behind 1'pplebee's In the Collegiate Village Shops
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November 2, 1995
by JEFF DETIIlJIN
Staff writer

..

By MIKE WlllTE
Music editor

As expected, Seaweed
kicked Bruckin' ass like Chuck
Cruckin' NonisFriday night at The
Glub, thrashing their way through a
solid hour-plus set. Unfortunately,
The Club was only half full (probably because of the Drucking
KMFDM show). But, most of the
crowd seemed to be diehards and
not just WJRR converts.
Seaweed's music would
force Aunt Jemama to mosh, so of
course the loyal devotees were
Grucking moving from the first
notes of "Crush Us All," the set
opener. From that point on they
owned the crowd, bouncing around
the stage as if they would jump off
at any minute andjoininthelrucking
thrash-fest.
New songs from their latest
album Spanaway .got the best response from the crowd, but old
favorites like "Kid Candy," were
recognized as well. Halfway
Hrucking' through the show they
whipped out their Smurfin' excellent version of Fleetwood Mac's
"Go Your Own Way," which appeared .on the Clerks soundtrack.
From start to finish Seaweed
put on one of the best jrucking
shows I've seen from any band in a
long time. Even though The Club
was only half full, the guys from
Tacoma didn't give a half-assed
performance.

Movie
Guide
Regal Cinema
(Fri/Sat/Sun)
(277-1454)
Gold Diggers (PG)
2, 4, 7:15, 9:05
Now and Then (PG-13)
1:30,4:15, 7,9
Powder (PG-13)
1:45,4:30,7:20,9:40
Get Shorty (R)
2,4:15, 7:30,9:50
Seven (R)
1:30,4,7,9:30
Copycat(R)
1:30,4, 7:05,9:35
vampire in Brooklyn (R)
2:15,4:45, 7:45,9:45

Enzian Theater
(644-4662)

AMC Fashion Village 8
(896-7688)

General Cinema
at Colonial Promenade
(898-7707)

General Cinema
at Fashion Square
(896-2571)

carmike University 8
(657-1661)
New This Week:
Blue in the Face, Fair Gaine,
Feast ofJuly, Gold Diggers,
Home for the Holidays,
Nadja

selling record on Revelation). Soon
after they signed a record deal with
Atlantic and in between studio time
With their debut album "Set toured a halfadozen U.S. dates with
Your Goals" working its way up the Sick Of It All. ''Everybody hears
alt rnntive mu ic chart and their major label horror stories. Fortutirst single" nn' tWaitOneMinute nately for us we haven ' t had that.
M r " in h avy rotation on MTV Atlantic was very good and they
and on ntlio · t~ti n acros the na- have been very fair with us," Arthur
tion, j i. l>~ paring to join the said.
rank ~ f ()th r famou New York::· . =
::::.::· ...:.:. :Tne band'S-·= albtim ~·= · tof: .

was touring with the now defunct
New York rockers, Quicksand, before their break.up. When asked
about the breakup of their good
friends and mentors Artur stated,
"I'mnottoohappyabouttheQuicksandbreakupbecausetheyareone
of my favorite bands, and they are
also four of my best friends. I mean,
I'm really unhappy because we are
not goitj·g: ltffi~ve any more music

F-5

Weekend

Concerts
At a Glance
Thursday
COolio
w I Tommy Davidson
at UCFArena

Popa·Chubby
at Sapphire

deloris telescope _
at The Mill
a video that would normally cost
$75,000 for only about $11,000 or
so. The video has served it purpose
and done so much for this band, and
it's all his idea."
The bandroseoutoftheashes
of such legendary bands as Gorilla
Biscuits, Underdog, Outface, Shelter, Bold and1Youth ofTo~,rand rr r
the band members know each other
as welt as any set of best friends do.
"I've known Civ about ten years.
We went to high school together,"
said Arthur. "Me and Civ have
known Sam ahout nine years, and
we met Charlie about seven years
ago. He was from Cleveland and he
played in a band Outface, and we
knew him from then. Pretty much,
we knew each other and hung out
with each other before this band
happened."
Civ was formed in the summer of 1994 and after only two
months together the band had already wrote 19 complete songs.
They recorded "Can' t Wait Or:ie
Minute More" b/w "Et Tu Brute/"
on a 7" for Revelation Records
(which has since become the largest

hasanearforwritingsongsand with
arranging and suggestions with
what's going to sound right. He is a
friend as well, so it was a pleasure.
It was a really low tension, low
pressure situation in the studio,"
Arthursaid.Alongwithallthegreat
songs they wrote for the album Civ
alse dM a'Hft'e 'cover tribute of "Alt
Twisted" from one of the original
hardcore legends, Kraut.
Morerecently,Civperformed
as a side act on the Warped tour and

a likelihood OfJ!l~t!Ptooffng a second head from · rrfy · ·:SQ.Q_~lqer. The
one thing about Walter Schf:¢ifels is
he knows how to end things gracefully. And we decided to end Gorilla Biscuits gracefully, and I
think we did. There is no reason,
there really isn't. I think it would
be apathetically to the way we
think as people, to me regrouping
a band is giving up on the future
and taking a backw.ard glance,"
Arthur repiied.

Friday
Shennan Robertson
at Sapphire
Beat Me Ups
at The Mill
Christine Cooney
at Yab Yum

Saturday
Rancid
w I Lunachicks
at The Edge

Chris Duarte
at Sapphire

Sunday
Gum Wrapper Curve
at The Mill

Monday
Bughead
at The Mill
Axis night

at The Club
CIV are Civ (fly in'), Charlie, Sammy and Arthur.

SHOES SHIRTS & SHORTS SPORTING GOODS

take

GOLDENROD GROVES SHOPPING CENTER
(CORNER OF ALOMA & HOWELL BRANCH)

$5.00 OFF
YOUR PURCHASE OF
$25.00 OR MORE

(EXPIRES WJ0.95)

Shoes for: jogging.soccer.basketball.tennis.etc.

Border Cantina· MQxican Resta'urant
4250 ALAFAYA TRAIL
(ONE BLOCK NORTH IN PUBLIX CENTER)

----DAILY SPECIALS----

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

<sl.00 ICEHOUSE DRAFT & $2.00 MARGARITAi>

1-800-KAP-TEST

Best l\iexica.n Food in. Central Florida
(ALL DAY -EVERYDAY)
CARRY OUT AVAILABLE

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.

359-1333

A CoDlplete Exain & Xrays
0110 (INITIAL)

0274 (4 BITEWINGS)

FOR $9!
(A $65 value)
Current UCF ID required
Take advantage of excellent dental care at
very comfortable prices. Just bring this
certificate with you on your first visit.
See you then! Qffer expires 12/31/95

UCF TEAM DENTIST

Welcome to East Orlando Dental.
rd like you to come in and get
acquainted with your new denti t and
save a few dollars.
George Yarko, D.D.S.

I

East Orlando

DENTAL

Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member:
American Dental Association, Academy of
General Dentistiy, Academy for Sports Dentistiy, Florida
Dental AssOOation, Central District Dental Association,
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Extensive experience and
postgraduate training in TllJ

11780 E. Colonial Drive ·
II i.' our olfitt policy lha1 lht patiem and art) odlcr pmon responsible foc payment ha.' lht riglt to rdusr to pay. canctl pa~L or tr rrimbun<rl for payment f~ any odlcr smicr. wmination.
or 1rca1mcm "'hich "DClforrml as a r=lt of and ,.1thin n hour\ of resoondin2 to tn< advenilelllalC roc 1hc free. dL\COUlllro .C\'.. .~ ralocoo fer smicc. e.ummauon. or llt3lmClll

At tile corner of HfllJJ. 50 and Alafaya Dr.

East Orlando
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AMERICAN EAGLE

·--=
Enjoy the Perfect Clothes for the

.!:2

OUTFITIERS

~

Pe~ect Oay.i.: Present this certifi.
cale to save 15% off any purchase al American Eagle Outfitters
when you use your V'rso' cord. With over 270 stores across the
country, American Engle Outfitters provides durable, top-quolily
clothing, and your sofisfoction is guaranteed. Offer Vlllid August 1,
1995, throughJonuory31, 1996.

Ir)

T-s CllMI COlldilioas: Certiiicote 1edemption is sore~ the 1espomibitity of
Ameri<on Eagle Outfitte11, hlC. Offer void for l 5°, off the bosiG frcrn August l,
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othe1 promolionof offe1. Redeem certficote at lime of 1Mchose 01 ony par!lapolilg
American Engle Ouditteis 1elf.il locotioo. Certificate is not 1edeerooble for rosh. Nol
YOfil toward Oll'f previoully purchased meiclioodise, klyowoy, lllld/01merc~
cectilicotes. No 1eprodoctions ollowed. Void whe1e prohibited, IOxed, 011estri<ted by low. ApptKObfe !oxes

11\111 be pojd by beo1er. On~ red~ in the U.S.
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Cosh volue 1/100 cent. Note to employees: .• • • • •
I AlrthorizotioocodeNo. 8.
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you won't mind

Cmd of the NFL-and save 15%
on any regularly priced purchase of NFL Pro Line'" or other NFL
products from the Official NFL Catalog. Wear what the pros wear
on the field in practice, and on the sidelines-NFL Pro Line. Toke
your pick of jerseys, jackets, cops, T-shirts, and more from oil 30
NFL teams. All our qualify NFL merchandise is bocked by o601loy
guarantee. Coll l·800-NFL-GIFT (1-800-635-4438) for your free
catalog or to place on order. Please mention Source Code 001597.
Offer valid September 1, 1995, through December 31 , 1995.
Terms arid rOllditioas: (ertificote redemption is solely the 1esponsibility of NFL
Pmpernes. Offe1 vofid Septembe11, 1995. through December 31, 1991. Offer
VC1lid on~ when yO\I pay with yoor Visa· cord. lo request your free coin~ or 10
redeem this certaicote by phone: coll l·BOQ.NFL GIFT (HI0~35-443SJ ond
mention 5-0U'ce Code 001197. Limil acre certilicole pe1 lrousehold. (ertiiicote ~
ootredeemobleforcoshond~oolVC1iclwithonyothec

cernlkole or discomt. No 1eproductions allowed. Voit
i;;r
wheie p1ohibited, loxed, 01 1eslricled by low. 4l
"'"'"·"-~&'l,
Applicable tom must be paid ·by beorei. Only '
1edeemobfe ii the U.S. (osh vokie 1/100 <ent.

/1 . YJ.J U\.1 1
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CHAMPS
TAKE s10
'.::Sp~.
G•t .... atUff 11..t: OFF YOUR PURCHASE
OF $35 OR MORE AT CHAMPS SPORTS

Save $10 on your purchase of $35 or more when you use your
Visa' cord at Champs Sports. They hove oil the top-name sports
stuff you want before you even know you wont it. The latest
clothes. The latest shoes. The latest equipment. So when you
wont to see what's next, come to Chomps Sports first. For the
store nearest you, coll 1-800-TO-BE-1ST (1 ·800·862-3178).
Offervol~d August 1, 1995, through December 31, 1995.

carded.

Terms and canditions: Ce11ttico1e 1edemption ~ solely the 111pon~bility of
Chomps Sporll. Offervolid Augus• 1, 1995, th1ough December 31, 1991. Offer
volid only when you IXIY wilh your Visa' cmd. P1esent this certificate olony
Chomps Sports mthe U.S. to 1e<eNe S10 off omerchandise pu1ch111e of 535 or
more. No=fe merEhondise on~. Certilicote must be presented ol nme of PIJI·
chose ond cannot be used in conjunction with any other certificate or discount
offers. NotredP.emCbfeforcosh.Lirnitonepercustorner. (ertilicolP~nottronsfer·
oble. Void if copied ord wheie rrohibiled, loxed, 01
reslricted by low. Applicable loxes must be poid by
beoier. Manager key code 06. For the slore nearest
you, coU 1·800-T0-8HST (1-800-862-3178). On~ ,
redeemable in the U.S. Cosh value l/100 cenl.
·

......

L----------------------J

r~~--------------------, .

11p · SAVE 1s01°
': p·11•1·1
·1111pn1
J
.
"Ill ON YOUR NEXT PUROIASE AT
1

PIER I IMPORTS

for a change

: Toke 15%off your totoi purchase of all regular-priced items when
1 you use your Visa· cord at Pier 1. Your room or apartment could
I use ofew changes. You could use ogood deal. Pier 1con supply
both. Offer valid from January 1, 1996, through June 30, 1996.
Terms and conditions: Ce1nficole 1edempnon is solely the 1esponsibifity of Piei
1Imports Offer valid from January 1, 1996, through June 30, 1996. Offei valid
for oon~me purchase on~. Offer valid on regulmiJnced menhond~e only and
excludescleoronceondsofeitems,del~ery,ondolherservicecho1ges.Ce1nficote

musrbe1edeemedo1nmeofpu1cixlse.Offe1doesno1op~y10pri01purchosesoi1d

connotbeused10prnchosegiflrernficales.Goodonfyfo1purchoseofprml.ic~inde

coted. Any other useconsntutes fraud. Certificoteisnotvolid incombi1101ion with
l company

onyothercertificote,coupon.01discoun1.Certificore~volidotollPier
stores and portkiponng fronch~e stores. Void wheie

prohibi1ed,loxad,01reslric1edbylow. Offervolidonly
whenyoupoywilhyourVisocord. Applicablelo1es , .
mUll be JXlld by beoier. Only redeemable in !he U.S. · • ·
·.
(oshvolue 1/ lOOcenl.
"
· I

L----------------------~

1

r.------------~&XK~f

N~ w~rvy(JIA, ~sty()l;U" Visfr.® cfr.rvl

yoil Usfr.ve ~i:J fr.r rliese f ~us.

SOR MORE AT

OSTON MARKET

Use or show yoU1 Visa · cord and present this certificate at any
Boston Market'" or Boston Chicken· location to save $2 on any
purchase of $5 or more. Come in soon and try the rotisserieroasted chicken or turkey, double-glazed horn, or double-sauced
meat loof...ond don't forget the freshly prepared sandwiches and
side dishes. Offer valid September l, 1995,.through November
26, 1995.
Terms and 1onditions: Certilicote 1edemplion ~ sole~ the respomibility of
Boston Mori:et. Offer void September 1,1995 through Novembe1 26, 1995. Offe1
valid onfv when you use or show yw V'r:.o ®coirl. Presenl th~ certilicote with your
V'~o cmd ~r rime of po1,hose ot ony porticipoting Boston Moikel 01 8oslon Chicken

~~:~e~~~~~~~~ic:~~r":i~~Y~t~n~s~,\:s~e~~!;~-;;c~1c~We~

Cernficote 001 redeeJMble for alcoholic beverages, 1obocco, Of dairy prorix~. No
cash refund. Norepioductiomollowed. Voidwhereprohibiled, loxed, or restricted by low. Ap~icoble loxes
mU1t be paid by beorei. On~ redeemable rn the US. ~
Coshvoluel/10cent
-

1iSr'

L--------------~-------J

r----------------------,
CAMELOT GET $3 OFF
ANY CAMELOT ft\USK
CD OR AUDIO CASSITTE PRICED AT $9.99 OR MORE
Use your Visa· cord to toke $3 off of any CD or oudio cassene
priced $9.99 or more at Camelot Music. Limit two selections per
certificate. Pick the music and save when you use your Visa· cord
Offer valid August l, 1995 through January 31, 1996.

CM:USIC Hlii§IJ.-i

It~

everywhere you want tO be:
©Visa U SA lnc 1995 Visa Rewards 1s a serv1c.e mark of Visa International Service Assoc1at1on

Terms ond 1ondilions: (ernfKole redempt10n ~ solely the responsblrty of
Comefot MiJsK. Offeivold Alrg.Jst 1, 1995. llvough JIJllUOfY 31, 1996. liml lwo
seleclionspercertificote. NolVC11idw1thonyotherolferordiscoon1. Offe1exci.des
sole-priced merchDndise. Offer volid onfy when you poy WJlh your l'rso • cord.
Redeem certificate of lime of JUChose ot ony JXllk•
polingComelotMUli<retnalocooon.No1eprorixhonl
Med. Void where prohibited, taxed, or reskrcted by ,Ji&.l'/SA ...
low. Appf(ohle loxes mU1t be pord by be~rer. On~
-I
redeernobfemtheU.SCoshvofue 1/lOOcent
~Jlli1 ,... · 1

·Qi

b

L----------------------J
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Benchwanner puts '95 season to bed

•
•

1

Good pitching al ways beats
good hitting. Why did I forget
that?

.

Strip all the Buffalo Bilrs
references. Atlanta has (finally)
won itself a world title .
And our Jason Swancey is
still walking on the ceiling.
This was the series that
baseball needed after the strike.
A seven-gamer would have simply been a (Georgia) peach, but
these six games were as dramatic
as one could hope for. Five of the
six games were decided by one
run. Tying run on base for the
Indians with two out rn tl1G ninth
in Games I and 2. A thrilling
extra-inning Game 3 had 40-year
old Eddie Murray providing the
city of Cleveland with some wellearned pandemonium.
Then came Game 6. The
most feared offense in baseball
was held to a lone Tony Pena
single. Despite stranding eleven
runners on base, the Braves pull
out a 1-0 squeaker on the back of
David Justice's round-tripper.
Live by the homer, die by
the homer.

..

I hate to admit it, but this
was Atlanta's time - their de tiny - after aH their near-misses
in the '90s following their clir:nb
from the cellar. If it didn"t happen this year, they'd be back real
soon. And don't fret, Tribe fans.
Your team will return. This was
one of those ·'pay your dues"
years, much like '91 and '92 for

The
•

the Braves. Now that the Indians
have thattasteofthe glory, they' II
build up an appetite which should
carry them back to the Series
quickly.
Now it's time give this
scarred baseball season closure.
This time last year, we, the baseball faithful, saw the strike and
cancellation of the '94 World Series as a bad omen but were hopeful that matters would clear for
an on-time start to the '95 season. "Can we put this behind us?"
was a popular sentiment. But
when spring camps opened with
replacement papers, that mood
quickly changed. We took it personal. By the time thestrikeended
Opening Day finally rolled
around (two weeks late), nearly a
quarter of us swore off the game.
None of those greedy, egotistical, uncaring players and their
whining were for us.
Now back to today. Ratings for the World Series were
higher than those for the '93 Fall
Classic. What brought everyone
back?
1995 was no hum -drum
year. Guys like Hideo Nomo,
Randy "The Big Unit" Johnson,
Albert Belle and Greg Maddux
held coming-out parties all year
long. The Indians come from the
doldrums to capture its first pennant in 40 years. The Seattle
Mariners "Refused to Lose" and
won the AL West for the first
time, making Seattle a baseball
town again. The New York Yankees even made the playoffs,
bringing post season ~xcitement
back to the Big Apple for the first
time since the early ' 90s. But by
far, the lasting memory from 1995
will be of Cal Ripken, baseball ' s
class act, swapping high fives
with the Baltimore crowd during
· his 2, 131 st consecutive game . .
Anything less from this year prob-

ably would have meant baseball's
exile as. The National Pastime .
So now we Jove baseball
again. But fans need to know that
the game loves us back. When
Ted Turner was presented with
the World Series trophy, an acting commissioner p.resented the
award. During the off-season, the
sport needs to adopt a viable labor agreement as a promise to the
fans that · wi11 keep th~ players
~omw~kingoffiliefieldag~n.

Now it's time to close the
book on this ha~eball season and
put our gloves away in the closet
(see ya in April, Dave Kingman).
I love it when the seasons change
- baseball to football to hockey.
Speaking of which (Shameless
plug ahead!) if you haven't been
to an Orlando Solar Bears game
yet, what are you waiting for?
Although it's still'goofy thinking
of Orlando as a hockey town (and
the name "Solar Bears" doesn't
help), and most people don't understand the game fully, it is a fun
night out and the action is pretty
good. Cheap seats, too, college I
students! Not to mention that
Orlando has the best hockey babes
of anywhere I've been.

••••••••••••••••

tlRLANDD UUTDtttlRS
Suaalies
For The
Adventurous
Exalorer

The Family
Camping

·Store

•'' Discount
w/ this ad!

381-7977

Mon-Sat
9am-7pm

8525 East Colonial Dr. • Orlando, R 32807

I!

11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY
PHILLIPS HALL.115
281-4438

St. JosepfiS
Catfio[rc Cfiurcli

TABLOID TRASH:
Does anyone care that I've
outpaced (alleged) resident NFL
guru, Tony Mejia, in weekly football picks all year? Up to Monday 's
BearsNikings matchup, I caITy a82-39 record and a healthy five
game lead on our "expert." Care to
wager, pal? I'll put my column up
against yours.

1501 Alafaya Trail
Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m.
Sunday Masses:
8 a.m., 10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m.
275-0841
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c'hallenge;s"}'811 ~to ~get ·o,ff :.your '. lazy ~Utt!
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A full-time commissioner
wouldn't hurt, either. One that
has the guts to stand up for what
they believe. My choice? Bob
Costas . I have faith that he can
solveanyofbaseball's problems.

it's

Ho111eco1111M '9.5
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UCF drops games to Dayton and Texas
A&M before heading into TAAC tourney
by JOE JUDKOWITZ
Staff writer

The Golden Knights, 8-7-4
overall and 6-1-1 in the Trans
American Athletic Conference,
closed out the 1995 soccer season
this past weekend with losses at
home against the University of
Dayton Flyers 9-9-0 and Texas
A&M Aggies 15-4-0. The Aggies
are ranked I 0 in the nation according to Soccer America Magazine and 12 in the Intercollegiate
Soccer Association of America
poll.
These were also the la~t
home games for four seniors. Jennifer O'Connor, Liz Shaw, Kelly
Stout and Chrissy Welsh ended
their UCF careers at home ever at
the UCF Soccer Complex.
"We are really going to miss
you guys," said head coach Karen
Richter in a pre-game ceremony
dedicated to the four seniors.
The ceremony was held
prior to the game against Texas
A&M. The parents of the four
players joined them at midfield,
while every spectator offered a
round of applause. After that came
a speech given by Richter.
In the first half there were a
lot of shots on goal, however, not
one could reach the back of the
net. Toward the end of the first
half, Knightro paid a visit to the
soccer team at half time Knightro
and gave them a little pep talk
before the coaching staff took
over.
The second half was pretty

much like the first. Again, no one
could score.
In the I 07th minute after
two saves by goalkeeper Allysa
O'Brien, the Aggies finally managed to put one in the net. The
Golden Knights were oh-so-close
but could not score a goal, as UCF
lost the heartbreaker 1-0.
"Alyssa O'Brien made a
great save, and it happened to
deflect back tooneoftheir(Aggie)
players," Richter said. "Everyone played a great game."
On Friday the Golden
Knights took on the University of
Dayton. In the second minute of
the game the Flyers went up f-0
on a ball put in by O'Brien. Then
in the 18th minute Karen Plizga
finally put the Knights on the
board with a shot fr·Jm the mouth
of the goal. Then in the 38th
minute the Flyers went up 2-1 on
a shot that was put in by O'Brien.
Finally, in the 49th minute the
Flyers went up for good off a ball
the Golden Knight's defenders
simply could not clear.
In the second half Dayton's
Dawn Platte was given her second yellow card and was ejected
from the game. But, even with the
man advantage the Knights could
not capitalize and lost 3-1.
"Our main problem was our
individual defense," Richter reiterated. "We kept getting beat in
our individual challenges."
The Golden Knights will
now travel to Buies Creek, North
Carolina, where they'll play in
theTAACTournament. UCFwill

play Centenary, while tournament
host Campell will play Florida International. The win!}ers from each
game will then square off in the
championship game. An extra incentive is that the winner of the
TAAC title now gets an automatic
bid into the NCAA Tournament.
"They have a lot of wins
under their belt," said Richter in
reference to Centenary. "They will
be a strong team."

•••••••••••••••••
•Amy Jones was named
TAAC Player-of-the-Week. This
is her third time this year she has
taken the honor. In TAAC individual statistics the Knights are up
there in every category. J~es1s in
second place with 16, and she is
also ranked first in the South Region and 14 nationally. In the assist category, Stout is in first with
11. She is also regionally ranked
first and 16 in the nation. Following her is fellow senior,
O'Connor with nine. In the
points category, Jones is in second with 37. She's ranked first
in the region and tied for seventh nationally. In fourth place
is O'Connor with 25 and ranked
eighth is Stout with 21. In the
goalkeeping category O'Brien
is ranked eighth with a 1.97
goals against average.

.

photo/SAGI NA RIO

Senior midfileder Kelly Stout, #5, played her final home
game as a Golden Knight last weekend. UCF dropped both
games, 1-0 to Texas A&M and 3-1 to the Dayton Flyers.

"It was a surprise that the
whole conference voted fo.r
Amy Jones as Player-of-theWeek, but it was no surprise to
the team," Richter stressed.

Golden Knights win its final two
games of the season to finish 5-11-1
D UCF men's
soccer team will
have to wait u nti I
next year to go to
the·TAAC playoffs.

2-0 lead. Georgia Southern then
struck back with three unanswered
goals in less than five minutes for
a 3-2 lead . However, Eric Case
scored less than one minute later

by TRAVIS BELL
Staff writer

The University of Central
Florida men's soccer team ended
a disappointing season on a high
note, winning its final two games
of the year.
The Golden Knights
downed Georgia Southern and
Stetson this past week to finish
with a 5-11-1 record.
·
UCF traveled north to battle
Georgia Southern this past
Wednesday. Travis Bender gave
UCF the lead 1-0 late in the first
half off an assist from Jason Kirk
in the 42nd minute of play.
After halftime, both teams
came out scoring at a frantic pace.
Bender added his second
goal on a header off a corner kick
from Kirk in the 56th minute of
play to give the Golden Knights a

'' :''r'J
l:;;;a:~~:l~lt:'''~''''':'''t'~~''''''li•'
to knot the contest at 3-3.
GSU struck again less than
40 seconds later to take a 4-3 lead
in the 65th minute. Jason Kirk
earned his third assist of the game
when Patrick Fraley scored in the
71 st minute to tie the game yet
again at 4-4. Then Fraley assisted
Nate Omodt on the game-winning goal in the 74th minute of
play to give UCF a 5-4 victory.
Despite the win, GSU outshot

UCF 23-1 9 in the high scoring
affair.
UCF finished up its season
on Saturday against conferenceri val Stetson. The Golden Knights
struck early and played solid defensive soccer in the second half
to earn a 2-0 victory over the Hatters.
UCF's Nate Omodt earned
his second consecutive game- winning goal in the contest, scoring an
unassisted goal at 11 :31. Eric Case
then added an insurance goal at
16:50oti a'cross
from Shane Grant
!
to secure the victory.
.· ·, The Golden Knights outs hot
10-7, with the two teams
·Stetson
c,ombini~g
for a meager 10 shots
in the final 73 minutes of play.
UCFessentially managed to salvage the season by winning its final
two games. Possibly carrying the momentum into next season. The Golden
Knights, however, must now wait until next year for another chance at the
TAAC conference tournament
With only two seniors leaving
the 1995 squad, the Golden Knights
are already looking toward next sea-

son.
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